
ADRIANE SUTHERLAND•Software Developer
Kirkland, WA • asutherland91@gmail.com • 425-698-3505 • LinkedIn• GitHub

SKILLS
Front-End Development: JavaScript, CSS, React, TypeScript, HTML
API and DATA Fetching: Fetch API, GraphQL
Version Control: Git, GitHub
Testing: Mocha/Chai, Cypress
Design and User Interface: UI/UX Design, Accessibility, Wireframing

SOFTWARE PROJECTS

Game Night, Group Project | 80 hours | GitHub Repository|Deployed Link

Tech Stack: JavaScript, JSX, React, CSS, Cypress, GraphQL
Developed a web application on a full-stack team that is designed to allow users to create and join local board
game events. Also uses OpenAI to take in users board game collection and make recommendations based on
that to find new games they might enjoy

● Enabled cross-functional collaboration by fostering GraphQL proficiency in both front-end and back-end
teams through individual self-guided learning.

● Demonstrated exceptional adaptability and communication skills while collaborating with both front-end
and back-end teams for the first time, fostering a cohesive environment and successfully navigating the
full stack development process.

Critter Companion, Solo Project | 20 hours| GitHub Repository | Deployed Link

Tech Stack: JavaScript, React, CSS, JSX, Cypress

Developed a web application designed to track the critters that users have caught and all the ones the users are

still looking for in Animal Crossing: New Horizons.

● Incorporated and leveraged data from an unfamiliar API to enrich the application's capabilities.
● Implemented local storage so that changes persist through separate visits to the application.

● Examined user flows through comprehensive testing, implementing robust error handling mechanisms

to handle any potential issues

Bootleg Barkeep, Group Project |25 hours| GitHub Repository | Deployed Link

Tech Stack: TypeScript, React, CSS, JSX, Cypress

Developed a web application that allows users to select different alcohol types and get a list of different cocktails

and how to make them.

● Collaborated on a team of 4 developers to create an application using TypeScript.
● Incorporated both class and functional React components.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Seattle Marriott Redmond, At-Your-Service Agent, Redmond, WA 09/2016

● Improved customer engagement scores by establishing a new standard for welcoming new guests to the

hotel.

● Actively delegated tasks to appropriate individuals.

EDUCATION AND RELEVANT CERTIFICATIONS

Turing School of Software and Design, Denver, CO 2023

● Accredited Frontend Software Engineering Certificate

http://linkedin.com/in/adrianesutherland/
http://github.com/asutherland91
https://github.com/Game-Night-2301/game-night-fe
https://game-night-fe.vercel.app/
https://github.com/JWFeatherstone/bootleg-barkeep
https://critter-companion-pi.vercel.app/
https://github.com/asutherland91/bootleg-barkeep
https://bootleg-barkeep.vercel.app/


University of Washington, Seattle, WA 2021

● Bachelors of Arts in Japanese


